i have a 2000 gmc jimmy with a 4 3 liter engine i - i have a 2000 gmc jimmy with a 4 3 liter engine i replaced the intake manifold gasket because of a coolant leak i now answered by a verified gmc mechanic, ls based gm small block engine wikipedia - the ls based small block engine is the primary v 8 used in general motors line of rear wheel drive cars and trucks introduced in january 1995 it is a clean sheet, gm 4l60 e transmission wikipedia - the 4l60e and similar 4l65e is a series of automatic transmissions from general motors designed for longitudinal engine configurations the series includes 4, news breaking stories updates telegraph - latest breaking news including politics crime and celebrity find stories updates and expert opinion, i have a cylinder 6 misfire on a 03 chevy trailblazer i - i have a cylinder 6 misfire on a 03 chevy trailblazer i have changed all 6 coils spark plugs and 6 injector check answered by a verified chevy mechanic, gmc stabilitrak problems stabilitrak traction control - having stabilitrak problems with your gmc buick chevrolet or cadillac get free lemon law help read about your rights, how to delete or disable active fuel management afm on - ditto never buy a throw away vehicle again is my recommendation and my fix the wife however found this deal on an envoy denali that was a, the novak guide to the gm generation iii v8 engines - the introduction of the gen iii motor in 1997 was actually understated and it may have been this was so as to not lose the loyal adherents of the original small block, hatchback liftgate problems in popular cars - common hatchback liftgate problems in most popular vehicles such as dodge ford acura toyota and honda etc, driving new and used car reviews comparisons and news - motion sickness sucks for the percentage of the population who are susceptible to this rotten affliction simply going for a drive with someone else at the wheel is, b i r s a - challenges and implications compensation and rehabilitation aside the order still doesn t require these 13 exempted central laws to acquire the consent of land, doug justus auto center louisville tn read consumer - 177 reviews of doug justus auto center search 249 cars for sale very responsive courteous thorough and professional, the best boat forum for marine electrics and marine electronics for technical advice and answers, blown head gasket my favorite sealer - do you have a blown head gasket in your car or truck want to know if there is a sealer you can use to repair that gasket yes and i want to show you, garrison s nclex tutoring youtube - for tutoring please call 856 777 0840 i am a registered nurse who helps nursing students pass their nclex i have been a nurse since 1997 i have worked in a